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SUMMARY 
Compressed sensing is a very powerful and popular tool for sparse recovery of high 
dimensional signals. Random sensing matrices are often employed in compressed sensing. In this 
paper we introduce a new method named aggressive betting using sure independence screening 
for sparse noiseless signal recovery. The proposal exploits the randomness structure of random 
sensing matrices to greatly boost computation speed. When using sub-Gaussian sensing matri-
ces, which include the Gaussian and Bernoulli sensing matrices as special cases, our proposal 
has the exact recovery property with overwhelming probability. We also consider sparse recov-
ery with noise and explicitly reveal the impact of noise-to-signal ratio on the probability of sure 
screening. 
Some key words: Compressed sensing; Random matrix; Sparse recovery; Sub-Gaussian random variable; Sure inde-
pendence screening. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A system of underdetermined linear equations has fewer observations than unknowns. In gen-
eral, solving an underdetermined linear system is an ill-posed problem, as there are infinitely 
many solutions. However, underdetermined linear systems have frequently appeared in important 
engineering problems such as signal/image processing and linear decoding. These applications 
require sparse solutions of such systems because only a few unknown elements are important. 
Consider an underdetermined linear equations system Yn x 1 = <I> n x pX p x I where p » n and <I> is 
referred to as the sensing matrix. The sparsest solution is given by 
Po: min llxlle0 subject to y = <l>x, 
where llx llo is the lo norm of x and equals L)=l / (x j =t= 0). Unfortunately, solving Po is computa-
tionally infeasible. To overcome the computational difficulty, Donoho (2006) and Candes & Tao 
(2006) introduced compressed sensing that solves the following l I minimization problem 
P1: min llxlle1 subjectto y = <l>x, 
where llxlle1 = L)=l lxjl is the f.1 norm of x. Since its introduction, compressed sensing has 
been attracting growing attention owing to its excellent properties. First, compressed sensing 
naturally produces a sparse solution via linear programming and thus is computationally man-
ageable. The second, and perhaps the most important, property of compressed sensing is that 
the solution to Pi is identical to the solution to Po, if the sensing matrix <I> satisfies certain 
conditions (Donoho & Huo, 200 I; Candes & Tao, 2005, 2006; Donoho, 2006; Donoho & Elad, 
2006). 
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A popular theoretical framework for studying the exact recovery property of compressed 
sensing is the restricted isometry property introduced by Candes & Tao (2005). Given an index 
subset M ~ { 1, ... , p }, write <I> M = [· · · <l>r · · ], j e M. The S-restricted isometry constant 
of <I>, denoted by 8s, is the smallest quantity such that (1 - 8s) llcll~ ~ II <I> Mell~ ~ (1 + 8s) llcll~ 
holds for all index subsets M of cardinality at most Sand all real vectors c. Candes & Tao (2005) 
proved that any s-sparse signal can be recovered exactly by compressed sensing, if the sensing 
matrix <I> satisfies 83s + 384s < 2. Several papers have discussed weaker restricted isometry con-
ditions for exact recovery. See, for example, Candes (2008), Foucart & Lai (2009), Cai et al. 
(20 l 0) and references therein. However, it is still very hard to verify the restricted isometry 
property for a given sensing matrix <I>. Typically, certain random sensing matrices are used in 
compressed sensing such that they satisfy the restricted isometry property with overwhelming 
probability according to random matrix theory (Candes & Tao, 2005). Widely used examples 
include Gaussian and Bernoulli sensing matrices; <I> is a Gaussian sensing matrix if the q>;i are 
independent normal variables with zero mean .and variance n - t ; and <I> is a Bernoulli sens-
ing matrix if the </>;j are independent Bernoulli variables such that pr( <f>u = n - I / 2) = pr( <f>u = 
-n-112) = 0-5. 
Since random sensing matrices are often employed in compressed sensing, one may ask 
whether there is an alternative sparse recovery algorithm specifically designed to work well with 
random sensing matrices. Current implementations of compressed sensing such as l 1-MAGIC 
(Candes & Romberg, 2005) could be very inefficient with a large random sensing matrix; see 
§ 2. In such situations, the new sparse recovery algorithm should fully exploit the randomness to 
boost computation speed. 
In the present paper, we propose a new computationally efficient method for finding the spars-
est solution defined in Po. Our proposal is based on the following fact. Suppose that x is the 
sparse signal generating y. Define the support set T as T = U: Xj =t= O}. An index set M of 
size n is called a secure bet if T c M. Observe that if M is a secure bet, then xi = 0 for all 
j e Mc where <I> M = [ · · · q> i · · · ] , j e M and x M = ( ... , xi, ... ) T, j e M. Thus, we can write 
y = <I> MXM. Furthermore, <I> M is an n x n matrix and is invertible almost surely if <I> is a ran-
dom sensing matrix. If Z = <I> j y, then Z is exactly equal to x M. The nonzero components of Z 
directly reveal xr and T. Therefore, the sparse recovery problem is equivalent to finding a secure 
bet. 
Finding a secure bet is very difficult in general. Fortunately, for a wide class of random sensing 
matrices, there is an algorithm that can find a secure bet with overwhelming probability. Specif-
ically, let w = (w1, ... , wp)r and w; = yTq>;, where q>; is the ith column of <I>. The aggressive 
betting index set is defined as 
M* = {1 ~ i ~ p: lw; I is among the first n largest ofall elements of lwl}. 
To summarize, we solve underdetermined linear equations in two steps: 
Step I: Find the index set M* defined in (2). 
Step 2: Compute Z = <t>j,..Y and then set XM,.. =Zand XM~ = 0. 
We name the above algorithm aggressive betting using sure independence screening, because the 
marginal correlation learning idea has been studied and named sure independence screening by 
Fan & L v (2008), Fan et al. (2008) and Fan & Song (20 I 0). 
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2. THEORETICAL AND NUMERICAL PROPERTIES OF AGGRESSIVE BETTING 
2 · 1. Theoretical results 
In this section we study the exact recovery property of aggressive betting using sure indepen-
dence screening with a class of random sensing matrices. In what follows, let x be the sparse 
signal ands be the cardinality of the support set T. Let i be the aggressive betting solution to the 
underdetermined linear equations. Define the recovered support set as f = {j : i j =t= 0}. Exact 
recovery means that f = T and XT = xr. 
Our theory covers a wide class of random sensing matrices whose entries are independent 
sub-Gaussian random variables. A random variable z is sub-Gaussian if E{exp(tz)} ~ exp(ct2) 
for some c > 0 (Buldygin & Kozachenko, 1980). 
DEFINITION 1. Then x p matrix <I> is a sub-Gaussian sensing matrix with a scale factor a 
if its entries are independent random variables with zero mean and variance v and E(e1<Pii) ~ 
,2u2/2 e . 
It is easy to verify that both Gaussian and Bernoulli sensing matrices are sub-Gaussian sensing 
matrices. Without loss of generality, assume v = n - l. If not, simply consider the transformation 
y +- y (n v )- 1 /2 and </>;j +- </>;j (n v )-1 /2. The linear equations stay unchanged and the variance is 
n-1• To see the intuition behind aggressive betting, observe that E(wj) = E(yT</>j) =Xj, which 
is clearly a strong motivation for us to consider using the marginal correlation ranking idea to 
find a secure bet. 
THEOREM I. Let <I> be a sub-Gaussian sensing matrix with a scale/actor a and E(<J>l) = 
n-1• Take any constant€ in the range (0, 0-5) and assume that a 2 = dn- 1 and d > 2-112• Then 
aggressive betting using sure independence screening recovers T and xr with probability at least 
l - se-cin - 2pe-c2pn/s, where p = (minjeT XJ)(LjeT x7/s)-l and 
Consider the asymptotic set-up where s and n vary with p such that s < n and p ~ oo. Then 
Theorem 1 says that n » c21 p- 1 s log(p) is sufficient for consistent recovery. As pointed out 
by a referee, this asymptotic lower bound is comparable with that obtained in Fletcher et al. 
(2009) for compressed sensing using a Gaussian sensing matrix. Fletcher et al. (2009) consid-
ered MC = { 1 ~ i ~ p : lw; I is among the firsts largest of all elements of lwl} and showed that 
pr(MC = T) ~ l if n » Sp-• s log(p - s). If <I> is Gaussian we can let d = 1 and c2 = 0-1 in 
Theorem 1, so our asymptotic lower bound for n becomes 10p-1s log(p). There are two funda-
mental differences between our work and that of Fletcher et al. (2009). Firstly, the definition of 
MC requires knowing the value of s, which is unrealistic in practice. In other words, MC is 
not an estimator of T. We do not have such a problem in our approach. Secondly, Fletcher et al. 
(2009) considered only compressed sensing with a Gaussian sensing matrix and derived their 
asymptotic bound by using special properties of the normal distribution extensively. In contrast, 
our asymptotic lower bound for n holds for not only the Gaussian sensing matrix but also a much 
broader class of sub-Gaussian sensing matrices. 
Compressed sensing has a nice universal property. If the sensing matrix satisfies a restricted 
isometry condition such as Ss < 0-307 (Cai et al., 20 I 0), then compressed sensing recovers alls 
sparse signals. Many stochastic sparse recovery algorithms, on the other hand, need conditions 
that depend on the sparse signal and hence aim to recover a fixed signal. For example, a key 
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Table 1. A comparison of the computation speed of aggressive betting 
and compressed sensing using l. 1-MAGIC. We report the total time (in 
seconds) of three runs. 
Sensing matrix 
Gaussian 
Gaussian 
Bernoulli 
Bernoulli 
(p, n, s) Compressed sensing 
(210,200,23) 5-27 
( 10 x 211 , 800, 24) Not completed 
c210, 200, 23) 4.45 
(1 0 x 2 11 , 800, 24) Not completed 
Aggressive betting 
0-19 
4-83 
0-26 
7-17 
assumption made in Wainwright (2009a) is that the design matrix satisfies an incoherence con-
dition whose definition depends on the true support of the signal. Lv & Fan (2009) assume that 
the smallest nonzero component of the signal is greater than a certain threshold. In Fletcher et al. 
(2009) and Theorem 1, p plays a critical role. Asymptotically we should require p » s log(p) / n. 
Although it is interesting theoretically to use a universal sensing matrix for all sparse recovery 
problems, in practice one should carefully choose <I> according to the signal to be recovered. 
Mairal et al. (20 l 0) proposed ways to learn <I> in order to adapt it to specific data. 
2-2. Numerical results 
We conduct simulation experiments to examine the performance of aggressive betting using 
sure independence screening. The experimental procedure is similar to that in Candes & Tao 
(2005) and is described as follows. 
(i) Select the length of input signal p, the sample size n and the size of support set s, p > 
n >S. 
(ii) Generate then x p sensing matrix .<1>, either Gaussian or Bernoulli. 
(iii) Pick a support set T of sizes uniformly at random and generate a standard Gaussian 
vector of lengths. Letxr be the sign of the random Gaussian vector and xrc = 0. 
(iv) Create the transformed signal y = <l>x. 
(v) Recover the signal i through compressed sensing and aggressive betting. 
(vi) Repeat steps (ii}-(v) 100 times. 
To perform compressed sensing we used the collection of MATLAB routines l.1-MAGIC 
(Candes & Romberg, 2005). In Step (ii) of aggressive betting, we used linsolve to solve the 
reduced linear equation system. We used two different combinations of (p, n, s). The results 
are recorded in Table 1. Both algorithms achieved perfect recovery in our experiments, so we 
focused on comparing the computation speed. All timings were carried out on a laptop with Intel 
Core2 Duo CPU 1-6 GHz. Table 1 shows that aggressive betting is at least 20 times faster than 
compressed sensing using l.1-MAGIC. When p = IO x 211 and n = 800, we ran out of memory 
for using the .e 1-MAGIC package to perform compressed sensing and hence could not get the 
results. But it only took about two seconds to finish aggressive betting. 
3. SURE INDEPENDENCE SCREENING AND ROBUST COMPRESSED SENSING 
Candes et al. (2006) considered stable signal recovery from incomplete and inaccurate mea-
surements and named it robust compressed sensing. Consider a contaminated linear system 
Yn x 1 = <l> n x pX p x 1 + en x 1 , where p » n and e = ( e1 , ... , en) denotes the measurement error. 
Robust compressed sensing (Candes et aL, 2006) finds the sparsest solution to the following l 1 
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minimization problem, 
P2: min llxlle1 subject to IIY - <l>xlle2 ~ v, 
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where v denotes the size of the error term e. Some other papers have also considered sparse 
recovery with noise data (Wainwright, 2009a,b; Fletcher et al., 2009; Lv & Fan, 2009). 
The aggressive betting method does not work for the robust compressed sensing problem 
because Z = <1>j.y =xM. + <l>~.e, whichmeanswecanno longerrecover Tandxr simply by 
looking at Z. Following the spirit of sure independence screening (Fan and Lv, 2008), it is natural 
to perform sure independence screening to reduce the dimension and then do robust compressed 
sensing. The key argument is to establish the sure screening property, namely that M * contains 
T with overwhelming probability. 
THEOREM 2. Consider the sub-Gaussian sensing matrix in Theorem 1. Let e be a vector 
of sub-Gaussian measurement errors with a common scale factor <Ie and a;= den- 1• Define 
K = ded- 1 (Z:jeT xj)-1• Take any constant€ in the range (0, 0-5). Then the sure screening prop-
erty holds with probability at least 1 - se-cin - 2pe-c3pn/s, where CJ= 0-25[{1 + 4€2d-2(1 + 
K)-I} l/2 - 1] and C} = 2-9/ 2d-2(€ - 0-5)2. 
Here we comment on some important technical differences between our analysis and that 
of Fan & L v (2008). First, the two papers study different <I> matrices. In Fan & L v (2008), <I> 
is the design matrix in which the rows of <I> are independent and identically distributed random 
vectors. Moreover, the theory of Fan & L v (2008) requires that <I> satisfies a crucial concentration 
property which, as commented therein, is not easy to verify in general. Fan & Lv (2008) verified 
the concentration property when the rows of <I> are multivariate normal by using deep random 
matrix theory results. Fan & Lv's (2008) theory covers correlated normal sensing matrices. In our 
analysis the entries of <I> are independent but not necessarily identically distributed, and <I> may be 
non-Gaussian. Moreover, the proof of Theorem 2 only uses Chernoff bounds, without citing any 
advanced random matrix theory. Secondly, our result explicitly reveals the impact of the noise-to-
signal ratio on sure screening. To be more specific, suppose <I> is a Gaussian sensing matrix and 
the error is also Gaussian. Then by definition K is the noise-to-signal ratio. Obviously, increasing 
K reduces CJ and hence the probability lower bound in Theorem 2. By simple calculations, we see 
that n » (BK + 10) p-1 s log(p) is sufficient to ensure that the sure screening property holds with 
high probability. In their discussion of Fan & L v (2008), Levina & Zhu (2008) conducted some 
simulation to show how the noise-to-signal ratio influences the performance of sure independence 
screening. They wondered if the noise-to-signal ratio could be incorporated into the theory of 
sure independence screening explicitly. Our analysis provides some insight into their simulation 
findings. 
We further present some numerical examples to support the use of sure independence screen-
ing together with robust compressed sensing. The simulation procedure is very similar to that 
in§ 2-2 except that we used new mixed sensing matrices in which the odd columns are sam-
pled independently from N(O, n-1) and the even number columns are sampled independently 
from Ber(±n-112 , 0-5). In our simulation the transformed signaly was generated by y = <l>x + e 
and ae = 0-005. Following Candes et al. (2006), we let the positive constant v in P2 be v2 = 
na; + (8n)112a; with the intuition that llell22 follows a chi-square distribution with mean na; 
and variance 2na:. Robust compressed sensing has been implemented by using the log-barrier 
method in the collection of MATLAB routines l 1-MAGIC (Candes & Romberg, 2005), which 
we used in our experiments. 
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Table 2. Comparison of robust compressed sensing and the new algorithm, whichfirst 
conducts sure independence screening and then solves robust compressed sensing with 
the reduced dimension. The reported time (in seconds) is the total time of three runs. 
New algorithm 
Robust compressed sensing 
(210,200, 23) {10 X 211 ,800, 24) 
Time Frequency of Time Frequency of 
9-78 
105.53 
exact recovery 
81-8 
63·0 
179•01 
Not completed 
exact recovery 
96·1 
Not completed 
Table 2 shows that sure independence screening can greatly shorten the computing time and 
help improve the quality of the solution. The frequency of exact recovery is increased from 63 per 
cent to 81 · 8 per cent after using sure independence screening. For larger systems with (p, n, s) = 
(10 x 211 ,800, 24) we could not do robust compressed sensing using l1-MAGIC. On the other 
hand, with the help of sure independence screening, the computation can be done rather quickly 
and the frequency of exact recovery is 96 percent. 
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APPENDIX 
This section contains the proofs of Theorems I and 2. We first introduce a useful lemma. 
LEMMA I. /fr, is a sub-Gaussian random variable with E(r,) = 0 and E(exp(tr,)} ~ exp(t2?"2 /2), then 
{
exp{t£(112) + 2912'l'4t2 }, t E [-1/4?"2, 0), 
E{exp(tr,2)} ~ 
(I - 2t'l'2)-112, t E (0, 1/4?"2]. 
Proof Let Z"" N(O, 1). For any t: t e (0, 1/4?"2], 
E(exp(tr,2)} = E11 [Ez{exp(i1 12t 112 Zr,)}]= Ez[E11 {exp(i112t 1l2 Zr,)}]. 
Using the properties of sub-Gaussian distributions, we have 
Ez[E11 {exp(i1 12t 112 Z17)}] ~ Ez(exp(t'l'2 Z2)} = (1 - 2t'l'2)-1l2. 
For any t e [-1 /4?"2, 0), we consider 
E(exp(tr,2)} = f tm £{(112r} 
m=O m! 
= t + tE<112> + f (4'l'21r Ef <112 /4'l'2r1 
m=2 m! 
~ 1 + tE(r,2) + (4'l'21tl)2E(exp(r,2/4?"2)}. 
By (Al) we have E(exp(r,2 /4?"2)} ~ 2112, so (A2) yields 
E{exp(tr,2)} ~I+ tE(r,2) + 2912 'l'4t2 ~ exp{tE(r,2) + 29l2 'l'4t2}. 
(Al) 
(A2) 
D 
r 
J 
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Proof of Theorem 1. Take a real number O < € < 0-5 and let 8 = € minjeT lxil- Note that 
pr(min jw;I > 8) = I - pr(min lw;I ~ 8) ~ I - ~ pr(lw;I ~ 8), ieT ieT ~ ieT 
pr(lw;I ~ 8) ~ pr(w; ~ 8)/(x; > 0) + pr(w; ~ -8)/(x; < 0). 
For each i e T, w; = LjeTxi<J,J<J,; =x;<J,J<f,; + LjeT\(i}xi<f>}<f,;. Therefore 
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(A3) 
(A4) 
pr(w; ~ 8) ~ pr(x;<f,J<f,; ~ 28) + pr ( L xi<f,j</>; ~ -8) , (AS) 
jeT\{i} 
pr(w; ~ -8) ~ pr(x;<f,J<f,; ~ -28) + pr ( L xi<J,1<f,; ~ 8) . (A6) jeT\lil 
Combining (A3)-(A6), it follows that 
pr(min lw;I > 8) ~ 1 - ~ pr(x;<f,J<f,; ~ 28)/ (x; > 0) - ~ pr(x;<J,J<J,; ~ -28)/ (x; < 0) 
iET ~ ~ ieT ieT 
- L pr ( L xi<f,1</>; ~ s) . (A7) 
ieT jeT\(il 
We also have 
(A8) 
We bound each probability in (A 7) and (A8) by repeatedly using Lemma I and Chernoff bounds. 
Lett1 = -2- 1112n-1a-4x;-2(28 -x;) > Owhenx; > 0. Byd > 2-912 anda2 =dn-1 wecheck-t1x; > 
-1 /4a2• Thus, by Lemma I we have 
n 
pr(x;<f,J<J,; ~ 28) ~ e2'18 IJ E{exp(-t1x;<f,;k)} ~ exp{(28 - x;)t1 + n2912a 4x;tf} 
k=I 
~exp{-i9;d2 (½-e)} (A9) 
Similarly, when x; < 0 we have 
pr(x1,pf ¢1 ~ -28) ~ exp {- 291~d2 G- E Y} . (AIO) 
Let A= (minjeT xJH'EieT x})-1• Define a nonnegative function f (t) = (1 + t) 112 - log{ I + 
(1 + t) 1l2 } + log(2) - I fort> 0. Denote Z = LjeT\li} Xj'Pj, and Z = LjeTXi'Pi· Note that Zk and Zk 
are sub-Gaussian random variables with r = a('EjeT\{i} xJ) 112 and r = a('EjeT xJ) 112 , respectively. Let 
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t2 = n{-1 +I+ 482d-2 /(EjeT\(il x7)} 1l2 /28 and note that 
pr ( L xi<f,j<f,; ~8) ~e-126 f:r Ezt[E"'11 {exp(t2zk¢;k)}] 
jET\(i) k=I 
~ e-~& ll, E;, { exp G1}u2Zi)} 
( )
-n/2 
~ e-126 1 - t?u4 L x; 
jeT\(il 
{ n ( 48
2 
) } =exp --/ 2 , 
2 d2 EjeT\lil xi 
where we have set u 2 = dn- 1 in the last step. Likewise, we can show 
Hence, we have 
By the same arguments, we also obtain 
pr ( ~xi<P}<P, ~8) ~2expH/ ( 4;:1')} • fori e T". (Al3) 
From (A 7) and (A9)-(A 12) we see that 
pr('l!iP lw,I > 8) ~ I -s exp { n ~:,;t }-2s exp {-if ( 4;:).)}. {Al4) 
From (AS) and (A 13) we see 
{ n (4e
2
.A.)} pr(max lw; I < 8) ~ 1 - 2(p - s) exp --/ -d2 , ;ere 2 (Al5) 
Therefore, by combining (A 14) and (A 15) we conclude that the probability of exact recovery is at least 
{ n(E - 1/2)
2
} { n (4E2A) } 1-sexp 2912d2 -2pexp - 1_J ~ . (Al6) 
Finally, we can further simplify the exponent in the third term of(A 16). Note that /(0) = 0 and f'(t) = 
{2 + 2(1 + t) 1l 2}-1, so the mean value theorem gives /(4Ae2d-2) = 2AE2d-2{1 + (1 + t*) 1l 2}-1 for some 
0 < t* < 4AE2d-2 < 4E2 /d2• Thus, we have 2AE2d-2{1 + (1 + 4e2d-2) 1l2J- 1 < /(4)..e2d-2) < )..e2d-2 • 
Note that.A.= p/s. D 
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Proof of Theorem 2. Take O < E < 0-5 and let 8 = E minjeT lxjl- For each i ET, w; =x;</>[</>; + 
(EjeT\(il Xj</>J + eT) <f,;. Therefore, we have 
pr(w; ~ 8) ~ pr(x;<J,[ <f,; ~ 28) + pr { ( L x j</>j + eT) <J,; ~ -8} , 
jET\(i} 
pr(w; ~ -8) ~ pr(x;<J,f<J,; ~ -28) + pr { ( L Xj</>j + eT) <f,; ~ s}. 
jET\(i} 
As in the proof of Theorem 1, we have 
pr(~p lw, I > cl) ;;, I -s exp {-291:d2 ( ~ - E) 2 }-~ pr { 
and also 
pr(~}~ lw;I < 8) ~ 1 - ~ pr { (~xj<J,j + e1 ) <f,; ~ 8}. 
1eTc JET 
Let A= (minjeT x;HEjerXJ)-1 = p/s, Z = EjeT\(i} Xj</>j + e, and Z = EjeT Xj</>j + e. Note 
that Zk and Zk are sub-Gaussian random variables with r = (EjeT\(iJ u 2xj + u;) 112 and r = 
<EjeTa 2xj +a;) 1l2, respectively. Let t3 =n[-1 + {l +482(EjeT\(i}d2xj +dde)-1} 112 ]/28 and we 
can show 
pr { ( L Xj</>j +eT) </>; ~8} ~exp{-it (E ~L~ +dd)}' jET\(i} JET\(1} J e 
where we used the substitutions u2 = dn-• and u; =den-•. Likewise, 
pr{( L Xj</>j+eT)<J,;~-8}~exp{-~1(E- -~: 2+dd)}· jET\(i) JET\(1} X J e 
Similar to (A 13) we can also obtain 
pr { (~x;ef>} + e') ef>, ;;, O} ..; 2 exp [-i I L2;;~ K)}] , for i e r<. 
The remaining arguments are identical to those used in the proof of Theorem 1, so we omit them. D 
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